COOKIE POLICY
HEDNO S.A. (hereinafter the "company”) aims at making your online experience and
interaction with the website www.deddie.gr

(hereinafter the “website”) as clear and

transparent as possible. In this spirit, this policy about cookies (hereinafter the “Policy”)
provides detailed information about the type and use of cookies.
1. WHAT ARE COOKIES?
Cookies are small text files sent to the browser when someone visits a website and are stored
by the website central server on the hard drive of the computer or any other electronic device
of the user. The cookies are unique for each web browser, i.e. Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox,
Internet Explorer etc, and include anonymous information relating to the sites visited by the
user. Their basic function is to facilitate your Internet access and surfing.
2. WHAT KIND OF COOKIES DO WE SELECT?
CATEGORY
#3
Functionality

NAME
CookiesDisclaimer,
popup

Cookies

SOURCE
Custom code

DURATION
Session Cookies (until the
browser closes)

Performance,
Analysis &

Cookies _ga, _gat,

Google

Research

_gid

Analytics

2 years 24 hours & 1 min

Cookies
3. WHAT ARE THE PURPOSES OF COLLECTING COOKIES?
3.1. Essential cookies
Cookies exclusively used by us for the proper running of our website. They allow you to surf
the website and use its functions, i.e. access to safe areas etc. All preferences and settings
stored in the cookies (i.e. country, connection information, surfing settings etc) cannot
identify your personal identity. Without them we cannot offer an effective website operation.
3.2. Performance, Analysis & Research Cookies
Cookies that allow us to collect information about our website use to improve its
attractiveness, content and functionality. These cookies, for example, allow us to see the
frequency of the visits to our website giving us information about, i.e. the number of visitors
but also the number of people repeating the visit, the number of visits to one of the pages, the
order of such visits, the words used in the search field, the location of the user etc.
Furthermore, these cookies record the movements, the clicks and the mouse scrolling when
you surf our website.
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3.3. Functionality Cookies
These are cookies allowing our website to “remember” your choices to provide you with
improved and customized functions. Furthermore, they can be used when you choose one of
the website capabilities, i.e. sharing its content in the social media or showing a video. Take
into account that non-acceptance of these cookies can affect the functionality of our website
and restrict its capabilities.
3.4. Security Cookies
Cookies used to maintain, support and improve the security mechanisms of our website to
detect any malicious activity and violations of the terms of use.
4. HOW CAN YOU MANAGE COOKIES?
Apart from the cookies that are essential to run our website and the security cookies, you can,
if you wish, to be exempted from the use of the other cookies by choosing “deactivated” in the
above categories of cookies. Take into account that you can delete all cookies stored in your
computer or any other mobile device and set most of the browsers to prevent their storage. If
you do the above, you may need to manually adapt some of your preferences each time you
visit our website, while some of its functions and capabilities may not be running.
5. AMENDMENT OF THE POLICY AND UPDATING
We may amend this Policy at intervals to always comply with the legal requirements and our
business activities. If we decide to replace this Policy or to make very significant changes, we
will inform you by making a note on our website. To be informed about the most recent
version of our Policy, please check this website regularly.
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